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on availability and reliability of FSO links. From a systems point-of-view, this groundbreaking book provides
a thorough understanding of channel behavior, which can be used to design and evaluate optimum
transmission techniques that operate under realistic atmospheric conditions. Topics addressed include: •
FSO Physical and Statistical Models: Single/Multiple Inputs/Outputs • Understanding FSO: Theory and
Systems Analysis • Modulation and Coding for Free-Space Optical Channels • Atmospheric Mitigation and
Compensation for FSO Links • Non-line-of-sight (NLOS) Ultraviolet and Indoor FSO Communications • FSO
Platforms: UAV and Mobile • Retromodulators for Free Space Data links • Hybrid Optical RF
Communications • Free-space and Atmospheric Quantum Communications • Other related topics: Chaosbased and Terahertz (THz) FSO Communications
Science, Policy, and the Value-Free Ideal Dec 10 2020 The role of science in policymaking has gained
unprecedented stature in the United States, raising questions about the place of science and scientific
expertise in the democratic process. Some scientists have been given considerable epistemic authority in
shaping policy on issues of great moral and cultural significance, and the politicizing of these issues has
become highly contentious. Since World War II, most philosophers of science have purported the concept
that science should be “value-free.” In Science, Policy and the Value-Free Ideal, Heather E. Douglas argues
that such an ideal is neither adequate nor desirable for science. She contends that the moral
responsibilities of scientists require the consideration of values even at the heart of science. She lobbies for
a new ideal in which values serve an essential function throughout scientific inquiry, but where the role
values play is constrained at key points, thus protecting the integrity and objectivity of science. In this vein,
Douglas outlines a system for the application of values to guide scientists through points of uncertainty
fraught with moral valence. Following a philosophical analysis of the historical background of science
advising and the value-free ideal, Douglas defines how values should-and should not-function in science.
She discusses the distinctive direct and indirect roles for values in reasoning, and outlines seven senses of
objectivity, showing how each can be employed to determine the reliability of scientific claims. Douglas
then uses these philosophical insights to clarify the distinction between junk science and sound science to
be used in policymaking. In conclusion, she calls for greater openness on the values utilized in
policymaking, and more public participation in the policymaking process, by suggesting various models for
effective use of both the public and experts in key risk assessments.
Breaking Free from Emotional Eating Sep 06 2020 #1 New York Times bestselling author of Women Food
and God There is an end to the anguish of emotional eating—and this book explains how to achieve it.
Geneen Roth, whose Feeding the Hungry Heart and When Food Is Love have brought understanding and
acceptance to tens of thousands of readers over the last two decades, here outlines her proven program for
resolving the conflicts at the root of overeating. Using simple techniques developed in her highly successful

Gluten-Free on a Shoestring Sep 30 2022 Collects economical gluten-free recipes for blueberry muffins,
soft pretzels, macaroni and cheese, and chocolate-chip cookies, with information on bulk buying, coupon
strategies, using naturally gluten-free foods, and equipment.
On Free Choice of the Will Jun 27 2022 "Translated with an uncanny sense for the overall point of
Augustine's doctrine. In short, a very good translation. The Introduction is admirably clear." --Paul Vincent
Spade, Indiana University
Why Free Will Is Real May 03 2020 Many scientists and scientifically-minded philosophers are skeptical
that free will exists. In clear, scientifically rigorous terms, Christian List explains that free will is like other
real phenomena that emerge from physical laws but are autonomous from them—like an ecosystem or the
economy—and are indispensable for explaining our world.
Free Yourself, Be Yourself Apr 25 2022 ISN'T IT TIME YOU SHED PERFORMANCE-BASED LIVING? When
Alas Wright's childhood family collapsed, he took the blame. As a wounded fourth grader, Alan secretly
wondered, What's wrong with me? How can I become loveable again? Unconsciously, he made the most
devastating--and common--of vows: "I'll do whatever it takes to be loved." Excelling in sports, earning
straight A's, and well-liked by everyone--except himself--Alan had made a childhood commitment to
performance-based living, which led to a series of grown-up problems. Hyper-sensitivity: Why am I so
bothered by every criticism? Self-Doubt: Why do I always question my abilities and motives? People
pleasing: Why do I have a hard time saying no or facing conflict? Fear of failure: Why do I feel like I have to
be perfect? Self-sabotage: Why can’t I celebrate my gifts and accept God’s blessings? Laugh, cry, struggle,
relate, and be set free as Alan Wright invites you to discover his simple solution—how to release your pride
and shame to Jesus, banish fear, and accept unconditional love and acceptance to live as you were meant to
live.
The Free Trade Advocate and Journal of Political Economy Apr 01 2020
Advanced Free Space Optics (FSO) Jun 23 2019 This title provides a comprehensive, unified tutorial
covering the most recent advances in the emerging technology of free-space optics (FSO), a field in which
interest and attention continue to grow along with the number of new challenges. This book is intended as
an all-inclusive source to serve the needs of those who require information about the fundamentals of FSO,
as well as up-to-date advanced knowledge of the state-of-the-art in the technologies available today. This
text is intended for graduate students, and will also be useful for research scientists and engineers with an
interest in the field. FSO communication is a practical solution for creating a three dimensional global
broadband communications grid, offering bandwidths far beyond what is possible in the Radio Frequency
(RF) range. However, the attributes of atmospheric turbulence and scattering impose perennial limitations
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seminars, she offers reassuring, practical advice on: • Learning to recognize the signals of physical hunger
• Eating without distraction • Knowing when to stop • Kicking the scale-watching habit • Withstanding
social and family pressures And many more strategies to help you break the binge-diet cycle—forever.
How to Self-Publish Your Book Mar 01 2020 Did you ever consider self-publishing your own book but were
daunted by the complex process of actually doing it? Self-published author and expert Carla King gives a
simple step-by-step guide to self-publishing your book as an e-book or print book. Plot your success by
choosing the reputable tools and services recommended here, along with techniques that will help your
book succeed in the market that you choose.
Simple and Free Nov 08 2020 Why do we pursue more when we'd be happier with less? Now in hardcover
for the first time, this is the story of how New York Times bestselling author Jen Hatmaker and her family
tried to combat overindulgence-and what they learned about living a truly meaningful life along the way.
Why do we pursue more when we'd be happier with less?In this updated edition of 7,now in hardcover for
the first time, NewYork Times bestselling author Jen Hatmakertells the story of how sheand her family tried
to combat overindulgence-and what they learned along theway about living a truly meaningful life. Simple
and Free is the true story of how Jen Hatmaker (along with her family) identified seven areas of excessfood, clothes, spending, media, possessions, waste, and stress-and made seven simple choices to fight back
against the modern-day diseases of greed, materialism, and overindulgence. So, what's the payoff from
living a deeply reduced life? It's the discovery of a greatly increased connection with God-a call toward
simplicity and generosity that transcends social experiment to become a radically better life. In this new
edition, written not just for readers of faith but for everyone who craves a gentler, simpler life, Hatmaker
shares how sustainability and generosity still impact and challenge her today. Annotated throughout with
new reflections from the author, this book offers thoughtful insights on the vastly different world of Simple
and Free from back when it was first published as 7, and considers the dramatically different space
Hatmaker occupies now. Simple and Free is funny, raw, and not a guilt trip in the making. Come along and
discover what Jesus' version of rich, blessed, and generous might look like in your life.
Nosh on this Aug 30 2022 Features over one hundred gluten-free recipes inspired by the authors JewishAmerican heritage, including black & white cookies, hamantashen, and pumpkin corn bread streusel
muffins.
Deep Learning Mar 25 2022 An introduction to a broad range of topics in deep learning, covering
mathematical and conceptual background, deep learning techniques used in industry, and research
perspectives. “Written by three experts in the field, Deep Learning is the only comprehensive book on the
subject.” —Elon Musk, cochair of OpenAI; cofounder and CEO of Tesla and SpaceX Deep learning is a form
of machine learning that enables computers to learn from experience and understand the world in terms of
a hierarchy of concepts. Because the computer gathers knowledge from experience, there is no need for a
human computer operator to formally specify all the knowledge that the computer needs. The hierarchy of
concepts allows the computer to learn complicated concepts by building them out of simpler ones; a graph
of these hierarchies would be many layers deep. This book introduces a broad range of topics in deep
learning. The text offers mathematical and conceptual background, covering relevant concepts in linear
algebra, probability theory and information theory, numerical computation, and machine learning. It
describes deep learning techniques used by practitioners in industry, including deep feedforward networks,
regularization, optimization algorithms, convolutional networks, sequence modeling, and practical
methodology; and it surveys such applications as natural language processing, speech recognition,
computer vision, online recommendation systems, bioinformatics, and videogames. Finally, the book offers
research perspectives, covering such theoretical topics as linear factor models, autoencoders,
representation learning, structured probabilistic models, Monte Carlo methods, the partition function,
approximate inference, and deep generative models. Deep Learning can be used by undergraduate or
graduate students planning careers in either industry or research, and by software engineers who want to
begin using deep learning in their products or platforms. A website offers supplementary material for both
readers and instructors.
100 Best Quick Gluten-Free Recipes Aug 06 2020 A must-have selection of delicious gluten-free recipes
made in thirty minutes or less—from the author of the award-winning 1,000 Gluten-Free Recipes. As a top
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gluten-free teacher and writer, Carol Fenster knows what cooks need: easy recipes for every day. 100 Best
Quick Gluten-Free Recipes is Fenster’s answer to her fans. In this book, she offers an easy collection of
satisfying recipes that take thirty minutes or less to make, showcasing thirty gorgeous photos to inspire any
cook. Recipes include favorites like Microwave Muffins in a Mug, Breakfast Pizza, Garlic Breadsticks,
Buttermilk Biscuits, Chicken Parmesan, Mini Meat Loaves, Flourless Chocolate Cupcakes, No-Cook
Chocolate Cheesecakes, and even a fancy Black Forest Trifle. Because good nutrition is important for
gluten-free diets, there are also recipes for Orange-Olive Salad, Tuscan Bean Soup, Split Pea Dal with Rice,
and Grilled Fruit with Honey Yogurt. Nutrition information for every recipe, icons for vegetarian dishes,
and tips on quick-cooking techniques will make planning meals easy. Fenster’s impeccable knowledge of
gluten-free foods and what tastes good makes this a must-have gluten-free guide. Praise for Carol Fenster’s
1,000 Gluten-Free Recipes: “This book has great recipes with a fresh healthy flair. Everyone should have
this cookbook. I know mine will get tattered from use.” —Cynthia Kupper, RD, executive director, Gluten
Intolerance Group of North America
The Evidence for Jesus Oct 08 2020 Was Jesus a magical cult leader? Was he a revolutionary that failed?
Or did the apostle Paul invent him out of a mystical experience? And even if he was a historical figure, how
much can we really know about someone who lived two thousand years ago in an obscure corner of the
Roman Empire? R. T. France explores these issues by examining in detail the whole range of historical
data-from archaeological evidence to other non-Christian sources to Christian writings both inside and
outside of the New Testament. With candor and rigor he analyzes modern New Testament scholarship that
challenges the biblical record, and sets out a clear and solid case for what the New Testament says about
Jesus. This book is valuable resource for those who question or seek to defend the reliability of the Gospels.
"It is difficult to praise this work too highly . . . It achieves its purpose of presenting the evidence for Jesus
with complete success." Christian Arena R. T. FRANCE has taught at London Bible College and was
principal of Wycliffe Hall, Oxford, from 1989-1995. His many books include The Living God, Jesus the
Radical and Jesus and the Old Testament. He is also the author of Matthew in the Tyndale New Testament
Commentary series.
How Free Is Free? Nov 20 2021 Discusses inequalities that have persisted despite the end of Jim Crow
laws, covering the treatment of African American soldiers during World War II and the high incarceration
rate of black men.
Science Set Free Jul 29 2022 The bestselling author of Dogs That Know When Their Owners Are Coming
Home offers an intriguing new assessment of modern day science that will radically change the way we
view what is possible. In Science Set Free (originally published to acclaim in the UK as The Science
Delusion), Dr. Rupert Sheldrake, one of the world's most innovative scientists, shows the ways in which
science is being constricted by assumptions that have, over the years, hardened into dogmas. Such dogmas
are not only limiting, but dangerous for the future of humanity. According to these principles, all of reality
is material or physical; the world is a machine, made up of inanimate matter; nature is purposeless;
consciousness is nothing but the physical activity of the brain; free will is an illusion; God exists only as an
idea in human minds, imprisoned within our skulls. But should science be a belief-system, or a method of
enquiry? Sheldrake shows that the materialist ideology is moribund; under its sway, increasingly expensive
research is reaping diminishing returns while societies around the world are paying the price. In the
skeptical spirit of true science, Sheldrake turns the ten fundamental dogmas of materialism into exciting
questions, and shows how all of them open up startling new possibilities for discovery. Science Set Free will
radically change your view of what is real and what is possible.
Breaking Free of the Co-Dependency Trap May 27 2022 Challenging popular beliefs about codependency to
trace the condition's origins in incomplete developmental tasks from the first year of life, a revised guide to
understanding and healing codependency shares case stories of people who have successfully applied
specific therapies to transform themselves and their relationships. Original.
Free Jan 23 2022 The online economy offers challenges to traditional businesses as well as incredible
opportunities. Chris Anderson makes the compelling case that in many instances businesses can succeed
best by giving away more than they charge for. Known as "Freemium," this combination of free and paid is
emerging as one of the most powerful digital business models. In Free, Chris Anderson explores this radical
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idea for the new global economy and demonstrates how it can be harnessed for the benefit of consumers
and businesses alike. In the twenty-first century, Free is more than just a promotional gimmick: It's a
business strategy that is essential to a company's successful future. Download the audiobook of Free for
free! Details inside the book.
Free-Range Kids Sep 26 2019 Learn to raise independent, can-do kids with a new edition of the book that
started a movement In the newly revised and expanded Second Edition of Free-Range Kids, New York
columnist-turned-movement leader Lenore Skenazy delivers a compelling and entertaining look at how we
got so worried about everything our kids do, see, eat, read, wear, watch and lick -- and how to bid a whole
lot of that anxiety goodbye. With real-world examples, advice, and a gimlet-eyed look at the way our culture
forces fear down our throats, Skenazy describes how parents and educators can step back so kids step up.
Positive change is faster, easier and a lot more fun than you’d believe. This is the book that has helped
millions of American parents feel brave and optimistic again – and the same goes for their kids. Using
research, humor, and feisty common sense, the book shows: How parents can reject the media message,
“Your child is in horrible danger!” How schools can give students more independence -- and what happens
when they do. (Hint: Teachers love it.) How everyone can relax and successfully navigate a judge-y world
filled with way too many warnings, scolds and brand new fears Perfect for parents and guardians of
children of all ages, Free-Range Kids will also earn a place in the libraries of K-12 educators who want their
students to blossom with newfound confidence and cheer.
Finally Free Aug 18 2021 Eight gospel-centered strategies for overcoming the lure of pornography and
finally breaking free. This book is not about pornography. You won't find graphic depictions about the porn
industry, the catastrophic effects it has on individuals and relationships, or how to think differently about
porn. If you're reading this book, you probably have some understanding of those things already—the last
thing you need is to be subjected to that kind of detail...again. Finally Free is about hope. It's about
discovering the freeing power available to those who trust in Jesus Christ, who can, will, and does set
people free from the power of pornography. Dr. Heath Lambert, a leader in the biblical counseling
movement, has organized this book around eight clear and practical tactics you can wield to make it easier
to flee lust and temptation and shelter in the protection of God's grace. Each chapter: Clearly demonstrates
how the gospel applies to the fight against sexual temptation. Lays out relevant methods for leaning on
Christ's strength—both in advance of and in moments of temptation. Explains how Jesus can move readers
from a life of struggle to a life of purity. If you've struggled personally against the powerful draw of
pornography, or if you've ever tried to help someone fighting this battle, you know how hard it is to break
its bonds. But there is good news: no matter how intense or long-standing the struggle, Jesus Christ has the
power to free people from the enslaving power of pornography. The Gospel has a power that works
practically in the lives of those who seek to imitate Christ—and you can learn how to live into that power.
Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, 2nd Edition Oct 20 2021 The second edition of this best-selling
Python book (over 500,000 copies sold!) uses Python 3 to teach even the technically uninclined how to write
programs that do in minutes what would take hours to do by hand. There is no prior programming
experience required and the book is loved by liberal arts majors and geeks alike. If you've ever spent hours
renaming files or updating hundreds of spreadsheet cells, you know how tedious tasks like these can be.
But what if you could have your computer do them for you? In this fully revised second edition of the bestselling classic Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, you'll learn how to use Python to write programs that
do in minutes what would take you hours to do by hand--no prior programming experience required. You'll
learn the basics of Python and explore Python's rich library of modules for performing specific tasks, like
scraping data off websites, reading PDF and Word documents, and automating clicking and typing tasks.
The second edition of this international fan favorite includes a brand-new chapter on input validation, as
well as tutorials on automating Gmail and Google Sheets, plus tips on automatically updating CSV files.
You'll learn how to create programs that effortlessly perform useful feats of automation to: • Search for text
in a file or across multiple files • Create, update, move, and rename files and folders • Search the Web and
download online content • Update and format data in Excel spreadsheets of any size • Split, merge,
watermark, and encrypt PDFs • Send email responses and text notifications • Fill out online forms Step-bystep instructions walk you through each program, and updated practice projects at the end of each chapter
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challenge you to improve those programs and use your newfound skills to automate similar tasks. Don't
spend your time doing work a well-trained monkey could do. Even if you've never written a line of code, you
can make your computer do the grunt work. Learn how in Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, 2nd
Edition.
Cooking for Your Gluten-Free Teen Dec 30 2019 Provides gluten-free recipes for comfort foods, from
grilled cheese and pizza to pasta and pancakes.
The Free Person and the Free Economy May 15 2021 Thisvolume applies the praxeological and theoretical
foundations of the personalist tradition to free-market economic theory. This work defends economic liberty
in theologically sensitive terms that reference the personalist tradition, without compromising the
disciplinary integrity of either economics or social ethics.
Free Stuff for Gardeners on the Internet Jan 11 2021 Lists Web sites offering free ideas, information, and
solutions for gardeners and other plant-lovers.
A Free Life Dec 22 2021 A New York Times Notable Book One of the Best Books of the Year: Chicago
Tribune, Chicago Sun-Times, Entertainment Weekly, Slate In A Free Life, Ha Jin follows the Wu family —
father Nan, mother Pingping, and son Taotao — as they sever their ties with China in the aftermath of the
1989 massacre at Tiananmen Square and begin a new life in the United States. As Nan takes on a number
of menial jobs, eventually operating a restaurant with Pingping, he struggles to adapt to the American way
of life and to hold his family together, even as he pines for a woman he loved and lost in his youth. Ha Jin's
prodigious talents are in full force as he brilliantly brings to life the struggles and successes of the
contemporary immigrant experience.
The Free Animal Jul 05 2020 Free will is a key but contested concept in the work of Jean-Jacques
Rousseau: while the famed philosopher is known to have asserted that free will distinguishes human beings
from animals, several interpreters have argued that he merely pretends to have this belief for the sake of
healthy politics and to avoid persecution by religious authorities. Through careful readings of key texts and
letters, The Free Animal offers a new and original exploration of Rousseau’s views on free will, just in time
for the 200th anniversary of his birth. Lee MacLean shows that Rousseau needs and uses the idea of human
consciousness of free will to explain the development of morality, convention, and vice. MacLean bases her
argument on a broad range of texts, from canonical works to Rousseau’s untranslated letters and drafts.
Featuring careful analyses and an extensive engagement with the secondary literature, The Free Animal
offers a novel interpretation of the changing nature and complexity of Rousseau’s intention.
Lead-Free Soldering Sep 18 2021 The worldwide trend toward lead-free components and soldering is
especially urgent in the European Union with the implementation strict new standards in July 2006, and
with pending implementation of laws in China and California. This book provides a standard reference
guide for engineers who must meet the new regulations, including a broad collection of techniques for leadfree soldering design and manufacture, which up to now have been scattered in difficult-to-find scholarly
sources.
Living Gluten-Free For Dummies Feb 21 2022 Practical, delicious ways to manage a gluten-free diet If you
have a wheat allergy, gluten intolerance, celiac disease, or you just want to enjoy the benefits of a diet free
of wheat, barley, and rye, then this guide is for you. Trusted author Danna Korn explains the medical
problems associated with gluten and shows you step by step how to make the transition to a gluten-free
lifestyle - and love it! With 25% new and revised content, this easy-to-understand reference includes
coverage of the most recent testing methods, an updated section on the link between a gluten-free diet and
improving behaviors in the autistic, new information about the genetics of celiac disease, expanded
coverage on the gluten-free certification process, increased nutritional information, and updated recipes
and resources. 65 delicious recipes plus tips on eating out Guidance on how to shop and decipher food
labels Advice on how to raise happy gluten-free kids Covering the practical, medical, and emotional aspects
of the lifestyle, Living Gluten-Free For Dummies, 2nd Edition offers hope and inspiration as you make the
switch to a life free of gluten.
Born Free Mar 13 2021 Fifty years ago Joy Adamson first introduced to the world the story of her life
alongside Elsa the lioness, whom she had rescued as an orphaned cub, and raised at her home in Kenya.
But as Elsa had been born free, Joy made the heartbreaking decision that she must be returned to the wild
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when she was old enough to fend for herself. Since the first publication of "Born Free" and its sequels
"Living Free" and "Forever Free," generations of readers have been enchanted, inspired and moved by
these books' uplifting charm and the remarkable interaction between Joy and Elsa. Millions have also come
to know and love "Born Free" through the immortal film starring Virginia McKenna and Bill Travers. But
here is the chance to rediscover the original story in this 50th anniversary edition, in the words of the
woman who reared Elsa and walked with the lions.
Data-Driven Model-Free Controllers Oct 27 2019 This book categorizes the wide area of data-driven
model-free controllers, reveals the exact benefits of such controllers, gives the in-depth theory and
mathematical proofs behind them, and finally discusses their applications. Each chapter includes a section
for presenting the theory and mathematical definitions of one of the above mentioned algorithms. The
second section of each chapter is dedicated to the examples and applications of the corresponding control
algorithms in practical engineering problems. This book proposes to avoid complex mathematical
equations, being generic as it includes several types of data-driven model-free controllers, such as Iterative
Feedback Tuning controllers, Model-Free Controllers (intelligent PID controllers), Model-Free Adaptive
Controllers, model-free sliding mode controllers, hybrid model‐free and model‐free adaptive‐Virtual
Reference Feedback Tuning controllers, hybrid model-free and model-free adaptive fuzzy controllers and
cooperative model-free controllers. The book includes the topic of optimal model-free controllers, as well.
The optimal tuning of model-free controllers is treated in the chapters that deal with Iterative Feedback
Tuning and Virtual Reference Feedback Tuning. Moreover, the extension of some model-free control
algorithms to the consensus and formation-tracking problem of multi-agent dynamic systems is provided.
This book can be considered as a textbook for undergraduate and postgraduate students, as well as a
professional reference for industrial and academic researchers, attracting the readers from both industry
and academia.
Bully-Free School Aug 25 2019 Bullying behaviors are learned at an early age, so it is more than
important than ever to reach the youngest audience and educate them on what bullying behavior is and
how it is stopped. A Bully-Free School follows a group of young characters from Niceville Elementary
School who bully each other. Young readers will learn about verbal and social bullying as well as
cyberbullying. They will see four examples of bullying and learn how to stand up for themselves and be
upstanders for others. They will also learn when to report a situation to an adult and other key advice in
order to make a Bully-Free School! Real-life situations that children will relate to are brought to life with
engaging cartoon illustrations. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards.
Looking Glass Library is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO.
Free Berlin Jul 17 2021 An alternative history of art in Berlin, detaching artistic innovation from art world
narratives and connecting it instead to collective creativity and social solidarity. In pre- and postreunification Berlin, socially engaged artists championed collective art making and creativity over
individual advancement, transforming urban space and civic life in the process. During the Cold War, the
city’s state of exception invited artists on both sides of the Wall to detour from artistic tradition; post-Wall,
art became a tool of resistance against the orthodoxy of economic growth. In Free Berlin, Briana Smith
explores the everyday peculiarities, collective joys, and grassroots provocations of experimental artists in
late Cold War Berlin and their legacy in today’s city. These artists worked intentionally outside the art
market, believing that art should be everywhere, freed from its confinement in museums and galleries.
They used art as a way to imagine new forms of social and creative life. Smith introduces little-known
artists including West Berlin feminist collective Black Chocolate, the artist duo paint the town red (p.t.t.r),
and the Office for Unusual Events, creators of satirical urban political theater, as well as East Berlin action
art and urban interventionists Erhard Monden, Kurt Buchwald, and others. Artists and artist-led urban
coalitions in 1990s Berlin carried on the participatory spirit of the late Cold War, with more overt forms of
protest and collaboration at the neighborhood level. The temperament lives on in twenty-first century
Berlin, animating artists’ resolve to work outside the market and citizens’ spirited defenses of green spaces,
affordable housing, and collectivist projects. With Free Berlin, Smith offers an alternative history of art in
Berlin, detaching artistic innovation from art world narratives and connecting it instead to Berliners’
historic embrace of care, solidarity, and cooperation.
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Canadian-American Free Trade (the Sequel) Feb 09 2021 The papers collected in this document cover the
following topics: the debate over free trade, the Free Trade Agreement for Canada and the United States,
the costs of free trade for Canada, why Canadian artists oppose the Agreement, an exploration of the pros
and cons of the Agreement, and the history of free trade between the two countries.
Free Expression and Democracy in America Jan 29 2020 From the 1798 Sedition Act to the war on terror,
numerous presidents, members of Congress, Supreme Court justices, and local officials have endorsed the
silencing of free expression. If the connection between democracy and the freedom of speech is such a vital
one, why would so many governmental leaders seek to quiet their citizens? Free Expression and Democracy
traces two rival traditions in American culture - suppression of speech and dissent as a form of speech - to
provide an unparalleled overview of the law, history, and politics of individual rights in the United States.
Charting the course of free expression alongside the nation's political evolution, from the birth of the
Constitution to the quagmire of the Vietnam War, Stephen M. Feldman argues that our level of freedom is
determined not only by the Supreme Court, but also by cultural, social, and economic forces. Along the way,
he pinpoints the struggles of excluded groups - women, African Americans, and laborers - to participate in
democratic government as pivotal to the development of free expression. In an age when our freedom of
speech is once again at risk, this momentous book will be essential reading for legal historians, political
scientists, and history buffs alike.
Free Market Jun 03 2020 From a MacArthur “Genius,” an intellectual history of the free market, from
ancient Rome to the twenty-first century After two government bailouts of the US economy in less than
twenty years, free market ideology is due for serious reappraisal. In Free Market, Jacob Soll details how we
got to this current crisis, and how we can find our way out by looking to earlier iterations of free market
thought. Contrary to popular narratives, early market theorists believed that states had an important role in
building and maintaining free markets. But in the eighteenth century, thinkers insisted on free markets
without state intervention, leading to a tradition of ideological brittleness. That tradition only calcified in
the centuries that followed. Tracing the intellectual evolution of the free market from Cicero to Milton
Friedman, Soll argues that we need to go back to the origins of free market ideology in order to truly
understand it—and to develop new economic concepts to face today’s challenges.
The Rust Programming Language (Covers Rust 2018) Apr 13 2021 The official book on the Rust
programming language, written by the Rust development team at the Mozilla Foundation, fully updated for
Rust 2018. The Rust Programming Language is the official book on Rust: an open source systems
programming language that helps you write faster, more reliable software. Rust offers control over lowlevel details (such as memory usage) in combination with high-level ergonomics, eliminating the hassle
traditionally associated with low-level languages. The authors of The Rust Programming Language,
members of the Rust Core Team, share their knowledge and experience to show you how to take full
advantage of Rust's features--from installation to creating robust and scalable programs. You'll begin with
basics like creating functions, choosing data types, and binding variables and then move on to more
advanced concepts, such as: • Ownership and borrowing, lifetimes, and traits • Using Rust's memory safety
guarantees to build fast, safe programs • Testing, error handling, and effective refactoring • Generics,
smart pointers, multithreading, trait objects, and advanced pattern matching • Using Cargo, Rust's built-in
package manager, to build, test, and document your code and manage dependencies • How best to use
Rust's advanced compiler with compiler-led programming techniques You'll find plenty of code examples
throughout the book, as well as three chapters dedicated to building complete projects to test your
learning: a number guessing game, a Rust implementation of a command line tool, and a multithreaded
server. New to this edition: An extended section on Rust macros, an expanded chapter on modules, and
appendixes on Rust development tools and editions.
The How Can It Be Gluten Free Cookbook Jul 25 2019 Gluten free recipes perfected Successful gluten
free recipes require more than just new ingredients. You need new techniques and that's where our test
kitchen team can help. We tried thousands of recipes (most were pretty awful) before we figured out the
secrets to making favorite foods without gluten. In this landmark book, we tell what works (and why) so you
can successfully prepare lasagna, fried chicken, and fresh pasta in your kitchen. And we have reinvented
the rules of baking to produce amazing cookies, cakes, breads, biscuits and more.
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home by challenging their intellectual abilities and nurturing their sense of curiosity, joy and awe—the
essence of a positive childhood. The homeschool approach of past generations is gone—including the
stigma of socially awkward kids, conservative clothes, and a classroom setting replicated in the home. The
Wild + Free movement is focused on a love of nature, reading great books, pursuing interests and hobbies,
making the entire world a classroom, and prolonging the wonder of childhood, an appealing philosophy that
is unpacked in the pages of this book The Call of the Wild and Free offers advice, information, and positive
encouragement for parents considering homeschooling, those currently in the trenches looking for
inspiration, as well as parents, educators, and caregivers who want supplementary resources to enhance
their kids’ traditional educations.
Contradiction Set Free Nov 28 2019 First published in in 1976, Hermann Levin Goldschmidt's
Contradiction Set Free, (Freiheit für den Widerspruch), reflects the push to explore new forms of critical
thinking that gained momentum in the decade between Theodor Adorno's Negative Dialectics of 1966 and
Paul Feyerabend's Against Method in 1975. The book articulates Goldschmidt's reclamation of an
epistemologically critical position that acknowledges the deep underlying link between the modes of
production of knowledge and the social and political life they produce. In signalling a breakout from the
academic rut and its repressive hold, Goldschmidt pointed beyond the ossified methods of a philosophical
discourse whose oppressive consequences could no longer be ignored.Contradiction Set Free makes
available for the first time in English a pivotal work by one of the great critical thinkers of the 20th century.

R for Data Science Nov 01 2022 Learn how to use R to turn raw data into insight, knowledge, and
understanding. This book introduces you to R, RStudio, and the tidyverse, a collection of R packages
designed to work together to make data science fast, fluent, and fun. Suitable for readers with no previous
programming experience, R for Data Science is designed to get you doing data science as quickly as
possible. Authors Hadley Wickham and Garrett Grolemund guide you through the steps of importing,
wrangling, exploring, and modeling your data and communicating the results. You'll get a complete, bigpicture understanding of the data science cycle, along with basic tools you need to manage the details.
Each section of the book is paired with exercises to help you practice what you've learned along the way.
You'll learn how to: Wrangle—transform your datasets into a form convenient for analysis Program—learn
powerful R tools for solving data problems with greater clarity and ease Explore—examine your data,
generate hypotheses, and quickly test them Model—provide a low-dimensional summary that captures true
"signals" in your dataset Communicate—learn R Markdown for integrating prose, code, and results
The Call of the Wild and Free Jun 15 2021 Allow your children to experience the adventure, freedom, and
wonder of childhood with this practical guide that provides all the information, inspiration, and advice you
need for creating a modern, quality homeschool education. Inspired by the spirit of Henry David
Thoreau—”All good things are wild and free”—mother of five Ainsley Arment founded Wild + Free. This
growing online community of mothers and families want their children to receive a quality education at
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